A Cape Ann Museum Corporate Partner leads this investment and directly supports excellence in the arts and art education. This aligns brands with unparalleled opportunities that celebrate, engage, educate, and inspire.

Your support of the Cape Ann Museum will provide you with one year of membership and will help to broaden the many opportunities the Museum is able to offer to the public, to children and families as they engage with the rich history and culture of Cape Ann. Please become a member of the CAM 2022 Corporate Partnership Program today and explore these customized opportunities to meet your timing and budget.

CAM Corporate Sponsor: $2,500
52 weeks (Reach: 30,000+ visitors)
• An invitation for two to attend the Cape Ann Blossoms Preview Party as CAM’s guest
• An invitation for two to attend the CAM Summer Celebration as CAM’s guest
• An invitation for two to attend the CAM Luncheon as CAM’s guest
• Name recognition (no logo) in CAM Connects and patron e-mails related to the three major CAM events (reach: 5,000 per communication)
• Sponsorship recognition on the Museum’s event webpage, program books, sponsorship boards and in Annual Report donor listings
• Daytime gallery tour with CAM Docent for up to six guests
• One-year CAM Corporate Membership (which includes six guest passes)

CAM Corporate Benefactor: $5,000
52 weeks (Reach: 30,000+ visitors)
All benefits of the CAM Corporate Sponsor +
• An invitation for four to attend the Cape Ann Blossoms Preview Party as CAM’s guest
• An invitation for four to attend the CAM Summer Celebration as CAM’s guest
• An invitation for four to attend the CAM Luncheon as CAM’s guest
• Logo recognition in CAM Connects and patron e-mails related to the three major CAM events (reach: 5,000)
• Daytime gallery tour with CAM Curator for up to eight guests
• One-year CAM Corporate Membership (which includes eight guest passes)

CAM Corporate Partner: $10,000
52 Weeks, (Reach: 30,000+ visitors)
All benefits of the CAM Corporate Benefactor +
• An invitation for six to attend the Cape Ann Blossoms Preview Party as CAM’s guest
• An invitation for four to attend the CAM Summer Celebration as CAM’s guest
• An invitation for four to attend the CAM Luncheon as CAM’s guest
• An invitation for two to attend Fitz Henry Lane Signature events and gatherings
• An invitation for you and your guests to attend a VIP pre-reception and special tour of the Janet and William Ellery James center prior to the CAM on the Green: Summer Celebration Gala
• Private after-hours gallery tour with CAM Director, Oliver Barker for up to fifteen people
• Complimentary Museum publications (e.g., CAM exhibit & collections catalogs)
• Verbal acknowledgement at the three major CAM events
• One-year CAM Corporate Membership (which includes fifteen guest passes)

CAM Corporate Leader: $15,000
52 Weeks, (Reach: 30,000+ visitors)
All benefits of the CAM Corporate Partner +
• Industry exclusivity as CAM Corporate Leader, supporter of: Cape Ann Blossoms CAM on the Green: A Summer Celebration and CAM Luncheon
• An invitation for six to attend the Cape Ann Blossoms Preview Party as CAM’s guest
• An invitation for six to attend the CAM Summer Celebration as CAM’s guest
• An invitation for ten to attend the CAM Luncheon as CAM’s guest
• Waiving of facility rental fees related to exclusive 50-person, two-hour evening cocktail reception at either CAM’s Pleasant Street or CAM Green campuses, catering and other fees apply

2022 Sponsorship Opportunities:
Cape Ann Blossoms
Friday, May 13, 2022 to Sunday, May 15, 2022
CAM on the Green: A Summer Celebration
Saturday, July 30, 2022
CAM Luncheon
Tuesday, November 29, 2022

As the Cape Ann Museum embarks on an exciting event season, please consider joining the CAM 2022 Corporate Partnership Program today.

Your Corporate Partnership is essential to the support of CAM’s cultural programming. CAM understands that fostering an appreciation for the art and history of Cape Ann is an investment in this community and the world at large. Art provides opportunities to convene community, and enriches lives by encouraging creative thought, ideas, innovation, and flexibility. It stimulates the development of problem solving skills and allows us to see the world from different perspectives.
Cape Ann is one of the most important places in the history of American art and industry.

The Cape Ann Museum is a regionally recognized cultural organization with increasing visibility in New England and nationally.

CAM continues to celebrate the remarkable contributions that have been made by this distinctive community and strives to reflect and resonate with the communities we serve.